
Abstract—Industrial robotic arms utilize multiple end-effectors,
each for a specific part and for a specific task. We propose a novel
algorithm which will define a single end-effector’s configuration
able to grasp a given set of objects with different geometries. The
algorithm will have great benefit in production lines allowing a single
robot to grasp various parts. Hence, reducing the number of end-
effectors needed. Moreover, the algorithm will reduce end-effector
design and manufacturing time and final product cost. The algorithm
searches for a common grasp over the set of objects. The search
algorithm maps all possible grasps for each object which satisfy a
quality criterion and takes into account possible external wrenches
(forces and torques) applied to the object. The mapped grasps are
represented by high-dimensional feature vectors which describes the
shape of the gripper. We generate a database of all possible grasps
for each object in the feature space. Then we use a search and
classification algorithm for intersecting all possible grasps over all
parts and finding a single common grasp suitable for all objects.
We present simulations of planar and spatial objects to validate the
feasibility of the approach.

Keywords—Common Grasping, Search Algorithm, Robotic End-
Effector.

I. I NTRODUCTION

ROBOTIC arms equipped with end-effectors are widely
used in industrial production lines for carrying out

numerous tasks such as assembly and material handling.
However, for each part and for each task an end-effector is
specially designed and built. This makes them very inflexible
and increase the production time and cost. Current automatic
solutions to flexibility involve adding either active elements to
the end-effectors in order to adjust to different part geometries
or by simply adding an end-effector changer adjacent to the
robot. Exchanging end-effectors requires more factory space
and consumes time for connecting and calibrations and thus
costly. The design, manufacture and testing phase of a typical
end-effector consumes a considerable amount of engineering
time and adds extra cost to the final product.

The aim of this work is the development of an algorithm
which will find a configuration of a simple end-effector for
grasping a given set of objects. Such algorithm could be
used to reduce the number of end-effectors needed by using
the same production line for multiple products and therefore
reduce production time and costs. Given a set of CAD models
of the objects, the goal is to design an end-effector that
would be able to hold a wide set of components for multiple
tasks. We propose a novel solution for designing a simple
end-effector able to do so. The algorithm proposed computes
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the grasp configuration suitable for a set of objects. The
grasp configuration defines the location of the contacts and
the directions for applying forces. Hence, it implies for the
design of the desired end-effector. In order to reduce costs,
the final industrial end effector has to be simple and with
minimal degrees of freedom. Moreover, the grasp has to be
feasible, meaning, able to stably grasp the object even under
the application of external forces or torques due to the task
being done. That is, we require a force-closure grasp with an
high-quality grasp measure.

This work uses the methods of force-closure and quality
measure as criteria for determining and quantifying feasible
grasps. Using the notion of wrenches (combining forces and
torques), in [1]–[6] force-closure criterion is well defined and
several algorithms for synthesis of a frictional and frictionless
grasps were presented. Several grasp optimization methods
using different grasp quality measures have been presented
in the literature; Ferrari and Canny [7] and Li and Sastry [8]
introduced a quality measure based on the external wrench to
be resisted, where the first introduced a general measure based
on the largest wrench that the grasp can resist; the second uses
task oriented quality defined by the specific wrenches applied
during execution. The first method is the common one and
is embedded in this work. This paper is an extension of our
previous work presented in [9].

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been
done for searching common grasps or end-effectors design
for a set of objects. However, the work of Rodriguez and
Mason [10] has similarities to ours. In their work, a finger
design that can hold an object invariant of its scale or pose
is searched. Yet, in our work we focus on grasping objects of
various geometries but of the same scale. Much work has been
done in the area of 3D shape similarity comparison algorithms,
such as [11] and [12]. Algorithms which are used for Internet
and local storage search, face recognition, image processing
or parts grasping in assembly lines. However, such methods
deals with parameterization of the geometry of the objects and
cannot be applied for grasping. The work of Li and Pollard
[13] is based on shape matching for finding the best grasp for
a set of objects. The best grasp is found by matching hand
poses from a database to each object. This is done by using a
predefined parameterization of the object surface and the hand
poses, a method which inspired this work.

This paper presents an algorithm for parameterization of
the force-closure grasps for each object and using it for
classification of the objects with respect to these grasps.
In the first stage of the algorithm aForce Closure Grasp
Set (FCGS) is constructed for every object by sampling all
possible grasps (up to mesh size), filtering out those with low
grasp quality measure, and representing the possible grasps
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as featurevectors in the featurespace.Each featurevector
is constructedin a uniqueform to injectively definethe grasp
invariantto any referenceframe.Thefeaturevectorimpliesfor
theend-effectors’designbasedonthecommongrasp.Thenext
phaseof thealgorithmis thesimilarity join, for findingpairsof
commonfeaturevectorsin the FCGSof all objects,followed
by classificationto find the commongrasps.It is importantto
note that in this work we assumethat the kinematicsof the
roboticarmcouldachieve all possiblegraspsof theobjects.In
the future,kinematicachievability criterion could be addedto
the algorithm.Moreover, we assumethe graspedobjectshave
uniform density.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section (II)
gives an overview of grasping fundamentalsused in this
work. The basicsof the algorithm are describedin section
III. SectionIV presentssimulationsconductedon planarand
spatial objects to validate the feasibility of the proposed
algorithm.Finally, the last sectioncontainsa summaryof the
work andproposesfuture work.

I I . OVERVIEW OF GRASPING CONCEPTS

In this section we shortly discussgraspingfundamentals
which areusedin this work. We presentthegraspmodelused
anddiscussthe notionsof force-closureandquality measure.

A. GraspingModel

Forcesandtorquescanberepresentedasa wrenchvectorin
thewrenchspace.A wrenchis am-dimensionalvectorwhere
m equals3 for theplanarcaseand6 for aspatialobjectcase.It
is denotedasw = (f τ)

T
wheref is a force vectorandτ

is a torquevector. Furthermore,awrenchappliedat thecontact
point pi , can be describedaswi = (f pi × fi)

T
where

pi is representedin theobjectcoordinateframe.Friction exists
at the contactsbetweenthe fingertipsof the end-effector and
theobject’s surface.Friction canbe representedby thesimple
Coulombfriction model. In this model, forcesexertedat the
contactpoint mustlie within a conecenteredaboutthesurface
normal.The angleof the coneis derived from the coefficient
of friction. This is known as the Friction Cone (FC). In the
planar case,the FC can be definedby a linear combination
of f+i and f−i , which areunit vectorson the edgesof the FC.
The anglebetweenthem equalsto 2 tan−1 μ, whereμ is the
coefficient of friction. If the contactforce lies within the FC,
the force canbe representedasa linear combinationgiven by

fi = α
+
i f
+
i + α

−
i f
−
i (1)

whereα+i ,α−i are nonnegative constants[5]. The associated
wrenchescanbe expressedby the primitive forcesas

w+i =

(
f+i

pi × f
+
i

)

, w−i =

(
f−i

pi × f
−
i

)

. (2)

An n-fingergraspcanberepresentedby theprimitivewrenches
W = (w+1 ,w

−
1 ...,w

+
n ,w

−
n ) appliedat the contacts.

In the spatialcase,the FC is non-linearand thereforecan
be approximatedwith an s-sidedconvex polytopeand every
force exerted within the FC can be representedby a linear

combinationof the unit vectors f̂ik ∈ FC (primitive forces)
constructingthe linearizedfriction cone,

fi =

s∑

k=1

aik f̂ik (3)

whereaik are nonnegative coefficients. The .̂ sign denotesa
unit vector. The associatedwrenchescanbe expressedby the
primitive forcesas

wi =

s∑

k=1

aikŵik =

s∑

k=1

aik

(
f̂ik

pi × f̂ik

)

(4)

where ŵik are the primitive wrenches associatedwith
the primitive forces. Equivalent to the planar case, the
wrench set formed by the frictional forces at the contact
points can be expressedby the primitive wrenchesW =
(w11,w12, ...w1s, ...,wn1,wn2, ...,wns).

Based on the model of the grasp, we can now define
feasibility of a grasp.Therefore,in the next subsectionwe
presentthe notion of force closurewhich defineswhetherthe
graspis feasibleor not.

B. Force Closure

A grasp is said to be force-closureif it is possible to
apply wrenchesat the contactssuchthat any external forces
and torquesacting on the object can be counter-balancedby
the contactforces.A systemof wrenchescan achieve force-
closurewhen they positively span the entire wrench space.
Hence,any external load can be balancedby a non-negative
combinationof the wrenches[1].

A necessaryand sufficient condition for a system of
wrenchesW to be force-closureis that the origin of Rm

lies in the interior of the convex-hull (CH) of the contact
primitive wrenches[3], [14] (takenwith referenceto thecenter
of gravity of the object).That is,

O ∈ interior(CH(W)) (5)

As wasmentionedabove,a graspwhich is forceclosurecan
resistexternal loads,we now needto quantify the quality of
the grasp.That is, how muchexternal load it can resistor in
otherwords,how muchresources(in term of contactforce) it
needsto apply in orderto resistthe externalload.The quality
measurequantifieshow much a graspcan resist an external
wrenchwithout the fingersloosing contactor startingto slip
[15]. A higher quality measurereducesobject deformations
due to contactforce andactuatorresources.

The most common quality measureis the largest ball
criterion which will be used in this work. This measureis
usedwhen thereis no prior knowledgeof the task forces.In
this method,the graspquality is equivalent to the radius of
the largestball centeredat the origin and fully containedin
theCH(W) [2]. In otherwords,the graspquality measureis
definedas the distancefrom the origin to the closestfacetof
the CH(W). Formally, we can say that the quality measure
Q is definedas

C. GraspQuality Measure
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Q = min
w∈∂CH(W)

‖w‖ (6)

where∂CH(W) is the boundary ofCH(W) [7]. The quality
measure in this method denotes the weakest net wrench that
can be applied to counter-balance an external wrench in its
direction.

III. OCOG ALGORITHM

Given q objects to be grasped with ann-finger frictional
grasp. The OCOG (Object COmmon Grasp) search algorithm
will output a feasible common grasp with the highest quality
measure for the set of objects. The algorithm is presented in
this section.

The algorithm for finding a common grasp of a set of objects
is given in Algorithm 1. It receives as input a set ofq CAD
models of the query objects. The first step of the algorithm is
the discretization of each CAD model to a mesh ofk points.
Each point in the mesh is characterized with its position vector
pi and the normalni (unit vector) to the surface at the point.
Thus, the mesh of each object is defined with a set of points
on the surfaceP̃ = (p1, ...,pk) and a set of normals at the
points Ñ = (n̂1, ..., n̂k). The next step of the algorithm is
the marking of forbidden grasp regions on the surface of the
objects. This is done by the user via graphical user interface
according to operational demands due to the designated tasks.
The next step of the algorithm is the generation of theForce-

Algorithm 1 Common graspsearch
Input: CAD’s of objectsB1, ..., Bq.
Output: A common grasp for all objects or common grasps

for subsets of the objects.
1: for ξ = 1→ q do
2: Mesh objectBξ to form {P̃ξ, Ñξ}.
3: Manually label forbidden grasp regions on mesh of

objectBξ.
4: Generate all possible grasps{P1,N1}, ..., {Pλ,Nλ}.
5: for j = 1→ λ do
6: if grasp{Pj ,Nj} if feasible then
7: Map grasp{Pj ,Nj} to feature vectorej.
8: Add ej to setEξ.
9: Store pointer betweenej and{Pj ,Nj}.

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: Z = JoinFCGS(E1, ..., Eq)
14: H = Classification(Z)
15: if H 6= Ø then
16: return H = (u1, ...,uσ)
17: else
18: Report: No common grasps.
19: end if

Closure Grasp set(FCGS) for each object. The FCGS is a set
in a high-dimensional space mapping each feasiblen-fingers
grasp to a set of parameters termedFeature Vector. The FCGS

contains the parameterization of all possible and feasiblen-
fingers grasps up to mesh size. For example, a 3-finger grasp
can be represented by a triangle formed by the contact points.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 where all possible triangles are
mapped for an ellipse object with mesh of 11 points. With
more than 3-fingers, the contact points will form a polygon in
the planar case and a polytope in the spatial case.

Fig. 1. All possible 3-finger grasps of an ellipse objects meshed tok = 11
points.

Of all possible grasps, we pick only the ones which are
feasible. We define feasible grasps to be those which are force-
closure and has a quality measure greater than a predefined
lower boundQd. That is, a grasp that is defined byn contact
pointsPj = (p1, ...,pn) and their normalsNj = (n̂1, ..., n̂n)
is considered feasible if the condition

O ∈ interior(CH({Pj ,Nj})) and Q({Pj ,Nj})) ≥ Qd (7)

is satisfied, whereCH({Pj ,Nj}) is the convex-hull of the
wrenches formed by the grasp contact pointsPj and their
normalsNj . Next, the grasps which are feasible are parame-
terized to a feature vector in a feature space. That is, we define
transformation mapT to map graspj represented withPj and
Nj into a d-dimensional feature vectorej:

T : {Pj ,Nj} → ej ∈ R
d . (8)

TransformationT forms a feature vector which injectively
represents the grasp configuration invariant of any coordinate
frame. The feature vector of a grasp is a set of parameters
which constrain the size and shape of a polygon in the
planar case and a polytope in the spatial case. Basically,
these parameters are a set of angles and lengths that defines
the polygon or polytope. Moreover, parameters in the feature
vector constrain the normals directions at the contact points
relative to the polygon or polytope itself. Example of such
representation is illustrated in Figure 1 where a 3-finger grasp
is represented by a 6-dimensional feature vector. The first
three parameters define the triangle formed by the contact
points and three angle parameters define the directions of the
normals relative to the triangle. For consistent parameterization
of the polygon we always choose the longest edge as the first
parameter. For a polytope case we choose its largest area facet.
The dimensionality of a feature vector is determined according
to the number of contact pointsn which defines the number
of vertices in the polygon or polytope.
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i

be feasibleare addedto the FCGSof the compatibleobject,
denotedasEi ∈ Rd. Onceall feasiblegraspsof all objectsare
mappedto theFCGSsetsE1, ..., Eq, we would like to intersect
the FCGS’s to find common feature vectors which imply
for commongrasps.Therefore,we definefunction joinFCGS
which is a similarity join algorithm to find commonpoints
over the sets.Hence,nearest-neighborsearchis utilized to
find pairs of commonvectorsamongthe sets.The nearest-
neighborsearchis doneby constructinga kd-tree (see[16])
databaserepresentationfrom the clusterof vectors,enabling
efficient search.Pairs of commonvectorsfound are checked
to satisfy tolerancedemandsderived from the friction cones
angle,accuracy demandsandhardwarecapabilities.Basically,
two featurevectorsover two setsareconsideredto bethesame
if they arebothinsideanhyper-rectanglewith predefinededge
lengths.

Two vectorswhich areconsideredto bethesamearefurther
addedto a registry setZ ∈ Rd of commonvectors.ThesetZ
is a d-dimensionaldatabaseof vectorstaken from E1, ..., Eq.
The vectorsinsertedto Z arethe oneswhich exists in two or
more setsof E1, ..., Eq, i.e., thosewhich are commonto two
or moresets.For eachfeaturevectoraddedto Z, it is marked
in which FCGSsetsit exists in.

The final stepof the algorithm is the classificationof the
vectorsin Z. After a set of vectorscommonto two or more
of the setsE1, ..., Eq wereacquired,classificationis neededto
find the minimal numberof graspconfigurationswhich can
graspsubsetsof the objects.We searchfor a minimum set
H ⊆ Z of vectorsfrom the registry set which covers all of
theFCGSsets.Basically, we searchfor a singlefeaturevector
from Z which exists in all of thesetsE1, ..., Eq. Sucha vector
representa graspwhich cangraspall of theobjects.If a single
vector is not to be found, we seekfor a minimal numberof
graspswhich can graspsubsetsof the objects.That is, we
divide the set of objects to subsets,where for each subset
thereis a compatiblecommongrasp.

We scan all possiblen-finger grasp combinations(up to
mesh size). Therefore, the algorithm will certainly find a
commongraspor a setof commongraspsif suchexist. Thus,
if a single graspfor all objectsor a set of graspsfor subsets
of the objectsexist, the algorithm will find them.If failed to
do so, the algorithmreportsthat no commongraspsexist.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The following simulations of the proposed algorithm,
were implementedin MATLAB1 on an Intel-Corei7-2620M
2.7GHzlaptopcomputerwith 8GB of RAM. Theoperationof
the algorithm was done using MATLAB parallel computing
toolbox in orderto reduceruntime.The following simulations
presentan exampleof the algorithmfor graspsof planarand
spatial objects. The parameterschosenfor the simulations
were chosenaccordingto the conditions of future planned
experiments.

1MatlabR© is a registeredtrademarkof The Mathworks, Inc.

The performanceof the proposedalgorithm is illustrated
using the four (q = 4) 2D shapesshown in Figure 2. The
shapesare describedwith a mesh of k = 210 points uni-
formly distributedalong their boundary. For suchmeshthere
are 210!

3!(210−3)! = 1, 521, 520 candidategrasps.We filter-out
force-closuregraspswhich have quality measuresmallerthan
Qd = 0.1. The tolerancesfor the similarity join werechosen

Fig. 2. Four planarobjectsto be grasped.

Fig. 3. Projectionsof the registry setZ for the four planarobjects.

that the distancebetweenthe contactpoints will not extend
or shortenby more than 5% of their original length. These
tolerancesare continuouslycomputedduring the simulation
execution. Moreover, toleranceswere definedto ensurethat
the normals at the contact points will be inside a friction
cone where the friction coefficient is μ = 0.7. Under these
conditions, within 42 minutes of runtime, the algorithm’s
outputswere 15 solutionsof commongraspsfor all shapes.
Figure3 shows10,411points/graspswhicharecommonto two
or moreshapes(thebluedots).Dueto thehigh-dimensionality
of the space,for illustration, it is shown in two 3-dimensional
spaces.The 15 solutionswhich are marked with red squares
arecommongraspsfor all shapes.

The highestquality commongraspsolution (Q = 0.53) is
shown in Figure 4. Moreover, simulationswere performed
to 4-fingers graspsas well and such solution is shown in
Figure5 with meshsizeof k=150.For bothsimulations,slight
differencescan be seenbetweenthe graspsas the tolerances
allowed so. However, the meangraspof the four will be the

The featurevectorsof objectB which are consideredto    A. Simulationsfor Planar Objects
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Fig. 4. Onecommon2D 3-fingersgraspsolution (k = 210).

commongrasp.With higher meshresolution,more accurate
solutionscould be achieved; this of courseis basedon the
graspaccuracy demands.

Fig. 5. Solutionof a 4-fingercommongrasp(k = 150).

Four objects (q = 4) were testedfor the implementation
of the algorithmandareshown in Figure6. The objectswere
discretizedusingCOMSOLMultiphysics2 to a triangularmesh
with approximatedsize of k = 250 . For such mesh there
are 250!

3!(250−3)! = 2, 573, 000 candidategrasps.We implement
the algorithm with a 3-finger frictional grasp, where the
friction conesat eachcontactpoint are modeledas 5-sided
convex cones(s = 5). The friction coefficient was chosen
to be μ = 0.6. We filter-out force-closuregraspswhich have
quality measuresmaller thanQd = 0.1. The runtime of this

2COMSOL Multiphysics is a registeredtrademarkof COMSOL AB.

Fig. 6. Four objectsto be grasped.

simulationwas approximately32 hours.Figure 7 shows one
generatedFCGSfor thecylindrical objectwith 197,357feature
vectors(feasiblegrasps).In this case,thefeaturevector, which
representthepolytopeof thegrasp,is in a9-dimensionalspace
and therefore,for illustration, the set is shown in three 3-
dimensionalprojections.

Fig. 7. Projectionsof the FCGSfor the cylindrical object.

Classificationof theregistry setZ provides40 graspswhich
arecommonto all objects.Theoutputof thealgorithmwould
be one graspout of the 40 with the highestquality measure.
Figure8 presentsa graspwith quality measureQ = 0.47. This
graspis a commonone for all the four testedobjects.Minor
differencescan be seenbetweenthe graspsas the tolerances
mentionedallowed so. The differencescanmostly be seenin
thenormalsdirections,however, dueto the friction cone,such
deviation betweenthe normals is allowed. With demandof
higheraccuracy or low coefficient of friction, higherresolution
computationis neededand should be done to achieve so.
Figure 9 demonstratesthe implementationof the algorithms
for the 4-fingersgraspwith meshsize of k = 100. However,
it is hardto illustratesuchgraspin a figureanddeviationscan
be seenbetweenobjectsas result of differentorientationand
allowed tolerances.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paperwe introducedan algorithm for the searchof
a commongraspfor a set of objects.Moreover, simulations
of the proposedalgorithm were presented.The algorithm
is basedon the map of all feasible graspsfor each object
and the parameterizationof them to a feature vector in an
high-dimensionalspace.Such representationof the grasps
enablescomparisonbetweengraspsand efficient similarity
searchbasedon nearest-neighborsearch.Classificationis done
betweenfeaturevectorscommonto two or more setsto find
the minimum set of graspswhich is able to graspthe set of
objects.Eachcommonfeaturevector is the configurationof
theend-effectorableto graspall objects.Thesearchalgorithm
hasan overall runtime of the order of O(kn). However, the
objectsFCGS’s could be computedin parallel and therefore
dramaticallyreduceruntime.

B. Simulationsfor SpatialObjects
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Fig. 8. A 3-fingerscommongraspillustratedon the four objects(k=250).

Fig. 9. A 4-fingerscommongraspillustratedon the four objects(k=100).

Futurework will be on addingconditionsto filter out non-
feasiblegraspsprior to theCH computationin orderto reduce
runtime.Work on addingminimal degreesof freedomto the
end-effector will increasethe numberof solutionsand deal
with objectsnot of the samescale.Moreover, as we found
a meangraspwhich doesnot preciselyoverlap the original
onessampledon the objects,post-processinghasto be done
in order to correctpositioningerrorsof the fingertipsdue to
the tolerancesand to accuratelyadjust the commongraspto
the objects.This would be doneby defining an optimization
problem where its boundaryconstraintsare contact regions
which reserve force closure.Suchfeaturewill enablethe run
of the algorithmwith low meshresolutionandthe refinement
will compensateon that.
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